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Do White Shark Bites on Surfers Reflect Their Attack Strategies on Pinnipeds?
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The theory of mistaken identity states that sharks, especially white sharks, \textit{Carcharodon carcharias}, mistake surfers for pinnipeds when looking at them from below and thus bite them erroneously. Photographs of surfer wounds and board damage were interpreted with special emphasis on shark size, wound severity, and extent of damage to a board. These were compared with the concurrent literature on attack strategies of white sharks on pinnipeds and their outcomes. The results show that the majority of damage to surfers and their boards is at best superficial-to-moderate in nature and does not reflect the level of damage needed to immobilize or stun a pinniped. It is further shown that the size distribution of sharks biting surfers differs from that in pinnipeds. The results presented show that the theory of mistaken identity, where white sharks erroneously mistake surfers for pinnipeds, does not hold true and should be rejected.

1. Introduction

As popular as shark bites are among the general public, there is a large amount of incorrect information associated with these incidents [1–3]. In the wake of shark bites, levels of erroneous information soar, and through continuous reinforcement in the mainstream media these errors may eventually become unchallenged facts [4–6].

The theory of mistaken identity has been proposed to explain why sharks likely bite surfers [7, 8]. It states that a surfer resembles a pinniped when seen from below and therefore might accidentally get bitten. Although questioned in the past [9, 10], this theory has never been properly tested and, until proven correct, should merely be seen as an assumption and not be used in a factual manner [11–13]. To be valid, the theory of mistaken identity must support its basic theorem that a mistake by the sharks can indeed be established as the reason for biting a surfer.

The species mostly associated with the assumption of mistaken identity is the white shark, \textit{Carcharodon carcharias}, which commonly feeds on pinnipeds such as otariids and phocids once it has grown large enough to hunt them down [14–16]. Smaller white sharks are likely not fast or agile enough to successfully hunt pinnipeds, and their tooth structure is also not yet suitable for gouging. Consequently, there is a minimal size or likely a size range, where white sharks start to become more effective in hunting pinnipeds [17]. Suppose that a white shark would mistake surfers for seals; the minimal size of sharks biting surfers should therefore be similar to the minimum size of those who successfully hunt and kill pinnipeds. Based on the above assumptions, two hypotheses were formulated and tested in this study: (1) the smallest size of white sharks biting surfers correlates with the minimum size of white sharks attacking pinnipeds, and (2) the general wound intensity on surfers and/or the damage caused to their boards matches the wound severity on pinnipeds.

2. Methods

We focused on incidents reported involving white sharks and surfers along the California and Oregon coasts of the Pacific US which occurred in the 50 years between 1966 and
2015. All files were retrieved from the archives of the “Shark Research Committee” in Van Nuys, California, and the Shark Research Institute’s “Global Shark Attack File” in Princeton, New Jersey. Sixty-seven incidents were logged between the chosen time period along California coast and Oregon coast which positively identified the involvement of a white shark and a surfer.

Through the years, there were a number of well publicized incidents involving white sharks along California and Oregon coasts. However, a few of these incidents could not be included in this project due to missing data.

2.1. Reconstruction of Jaw Size and Body Length Based on Tooth Imprints. In white sharks, there is a direct relationship between interdental distance measurements, which reflects the gap between two adjacent teeth (from crown tip to crown tip), bite radii, describing a jaw’s dimension along the front line of teeth, also known as the bite circumference, and a shark’s length (e.g., [18–22]). Thus, in order to reconstruct the presumed length of a shark from file pictures, we measured either interdental distances or bite radii from upper or lower jaws, whatever were more suitable, and applied them to established log-log regressions by Lowry et al. (2009) [18] for the respective jaws (Table 1).

One problem we had when reconstructing the length of a shark from file pictures was that the great majority of images were not photographed with a ruler or in a plane position. Thus we could only reconstruct those sizes, where other objects of known size (e.g., surfboard models of known dimensions or human limbs) were available for comparison, and the view onto the wound or board damage was more or less normal and not distorted. Shark length reconstructions were rounded to 0.5 meters.

2.2. Wound and Board Damage Interpretation. Incidents involving sharks and surfers are commonly divided between victim wounds and board damage. Here, we did not differentiate between body or board damage since both are part of the actual silhouette when looked at from below; thus the intention of the shark remained the same regardless of the damage the shark caused.

The degree of wound severity changes with the motivation of a shark. When exploration is the underlying factor, a shark approaches an object rather slowly, applying a more gentle bite leading to mostly superficial damage (pers. obs.), whereas a predatory motivation involves a much more forceful bite to at least stun or immobilize the targeted prey. The same is reflected in damage to surfboards or surfers, where an exploratory bite results in rather superficial cuts and indentations, whereas a predatory bite would create more severe damage to the body and board.

Although some wound classifications for shark bites exist [23, 24], we used a modified combat injury coding scheme [25] for two major reasons (Table 2). First, the severity of a wound caused by a shark is generally determined by the degree of survivorship. However, even a superficial cut can have a fatal effect when, for example, the femoral artery is nicked. Despite the fact that such a wound would get the highest rating among general shark wound classifications [23, 24], it would not accurately reflect the intensity or force used by the shark. Second, as already mentioned, wound and board damage were treated equally; hence the intensity of board damage could only be expressed by degree of indentation, cut depth, and material loss. It should also be noted that a surfer’s body is always partially protected by the board, depending on the position of the surfer during the incident; hence most injuries occur to arms, legs, and buttocks/back areas but not to the head and frontal side. It is the former areas that we focused our modified coding system on. Additionally, a shark is able to push a surfer from his board without leaving any mark or simply brush a surfer, which has been mentioned in some files; thus a severity index of “0” was added to the coding system.

The wound descriptions in the evaluated files stemmed from the reports by medical personnel, first responders, and case investigators and were transformed into the coding system by us. Likewise, board damage was also weighted and coded by us.

2.3. Length of White Sharks When Attacking Pinnipeds. The size of a white shark when it starts to consider a pinniped as potential prey or starts to get some hunting experience was assumed to be in the length range of 3.5 m to 4.5 m [7, 19, 26]. This assumption is very conservative and white sharks even below 3 m have been known to successfully attack pinnipeds [26]. However, these attacks mainly involved small sized pinnipeds and are rather the exception along the California coast, for example, [26]. Two more size groups were added in addition to the range above: below 3.5 m for animals that would not yet consider pinnipeds as a food source due to their insufficiently developed teeth structure [7] or skill set and above 4.5 m for sharks that include pinnipeds in their regular diet.

2.4. Wound Severity of Pinnipeds. On very rare occasions, fatally injured pinnipeds wash up on shores [27] offering a limited glimpse of a white shark’s first strike. Pictures of wounded or killed pinnipeds were gathered from the internet and compared with concurrent literature [28–31]. Although the bodily target zones vary between otariids and phocids and initial strikes deviate [30], the pictures’ main purpose was to obtain a general idea of minimal wound severity and how those bites compared to bites on surfers. It is understood that wound appearances on pinnipeds can be distorted due to attack angle, overlapping bites, and decomposition, as well as

### Table 1: Log-log regression between average interdental distance (IDD) or bite circumference (BC) and total body length of white sharks, *Carcharodon carcharias*, based on Lowry et al. (2009) [18]. Average interdental distance and bite circumference represent the dependent variables, whereas total length is the independent variable. $r^2$ = correlation coefficient; $p$ = significance level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Jaw</th>
<th>Regression</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDD</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>$y = 1.005x - 2.111$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDD</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>$y = 0.925x - 1.808$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>$y = 1.007x - 0.800$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>$y = 0.966x - 0.743$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Categorization of body areas, wound intensity, and board damage caused by white sharks during incidents with surfers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Severity index</th>
<th>Back/buttocks</th>
<th>Arm/leg</th>
<th>Board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Some bruising</td>
<td></td>
<td>No visual damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Superficial cuts, lacerations, and punctures</td>
<td>Moderate cuts and indentations with a maximal mid teeth penetration, with no loss of material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Subcutaneous damage to muscle, without tissue loss</td>
<td>Deep cuts and indentations with a full teeth penetration, with small board parts missing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Deep cuts, tissue loss, and bone damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Organ damage with and without tissue loss</td>
<td>Large tissue loss, including partial limb loss</td>
<td>Partial bite pieces missing, heavy damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extended organ damage, with heavy tissue loss</td>
<td>Entire limb loss</td>
<td>Full bite piece(s) missing, total damage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other factors [28, 29]. In addition, it is unknown how initial strikes looked of those pinnipeds that were killed and eaten. Therefore data from accessible pictures of pinnipeds that were either injured or fatally wounded may only be used to better understand approach direction of a shark but is limited to understand necessary bite intensity needed to incapacitate the prey.

2.5. Miscellaneous Collected Data. It was recorded whether a person and/or a board was bitten once, twice, or even a third time. In addition, we also tallied water depth, visibility, and the general weather situation (overcast, clear, rainy, etc.) at the incident site. Water depth and visibility were rather vague terms, since they were based on the sole account of the victim. However, both these factors together with the brightness of the sky offered a general idea about environmental circumstances at the time of the incident.

3. Results

Sixty-seven incidents were logged between 1966 and 2015 along California and Oregon coasts which positively identified the involvement of a white shark biting a surfer.

3.1. Reconstructed Shark Sizes. Twenty-four cases offered enough clear imprints to reliably reconstruct the length of the shark through the log-log regressions developed by Lowry et al. (2009) [18]. Fifty percent of these incidents were caused by juvenile white sharks with a length between 2.5 m and 3.5 m, followed by another 25% between 3.5 m and 4.5 m. No white shark with a length of less than 2.5 m was involved in any incident.

3.2. Level of Damage to Person and Board. The number of sharks associated with various levels of damage is shown in Figure 1. Approximately, 13% of all incidents (N = 67) showed no wounds or board damage but were simple bumps or collisions with or without forcing the surfer off the board. Of the incidents that caused damage to the surfer or the board, more than 72% reflected either minor or moderate damage. Using the six-point scale, the average wound damage was 1.8 (SE = 0.2; N = 67), with “0” and “5” indicating no damage to body and board and maximum damage to body and board, respectively (Table 2).
A shark either bit a second time or readjusted its initial bite in approximately 21% of the reported incidents. Even when a shark grabbed the surfer or board for a second time, the damage in more than 64% of the multiple bite cases remained either minor or nonexistent. A third bite was never reported.

3.3. Environmental Factors. The weather was described in 47 incidents (70.1% of all cases). The sky was either overcast or clear in close to 90% of these incidents.

The average water depth at the sites where incidents occurred was approximately 4 m ($SE = 0.3; N = 28$) with visibility down to the bottom in 10.7% of these cases.

4. Discussion

When the first white sharks evolved more than 15 million years ago, most pinnipeds had already existed [32]. Many of the now-extinct shark species belonging to the white shark lineage roamed the shores much earlier than the recent white shark species [33, 34] and pinnipeds were already part of their diet [35]. Such a long period of parallel evolution must have enabled even early sharks of that lineage to recognize the shape and form of a pinniped from every angle and not only the silhouette from directly below. This is further supported by the concept that sharks possess a search image for pinnipeds [36]. As the term implies, a shark carries an image in its mind, which is compared to any image encountered until matched. Seeing an object from below towards the bright(er) surface would be the easiest way to achieve this, but the search image is applicable from other angles as well.

White sharks undergo dietary changes while growing which include a broad spectrum of prey species of varying shapes, sizes, and speeds [16, 37]. Thus, different strategies are continuously required to successfully hunt down these various prey species. In order to be successful, an identification process is necessary to distinguish newly encountered targets. If such an item is identified, an appropriate action pattern may take place. If no verification of an examined object transpires, the shark may further explore the item or turn away. The vision of white sharks is very acute [38] and even the smallest objects on the surface are detectable from relatively large depths [39]. Following the general decision-making process involved in catching prey [40], the decision to continue or abort a potential attack, under the assumption that a surfer does not resemble a pinniped, must lie within the detection and identification phase but occur before the actual approach starts. Thus, biting a surfer may represent a conscious attempt to further investigate the unfamiliar object rather than going after a surfer because the shark has been misled.

4.1. Comparison of Wound Severity Differences between Pinnipeds and Surfers. Analysis of the data revealed that the hypothesis that the general wound pictures on pinnipeds match the wounds on surfers and damage to their boards can be rejected.

White sharks show highly evolved attack strategies for pinnipeds [19], but, with the exception of some observations of breaching as the final step of such a strategy [26], most interpretations stem from observations of bite wounds and scarring of pinnipeds and other marine mammals [28, 29]. The most prominent factor underlying breaching is the speed of the shark, and its most notable effect would be to stun the pinniped when hitting it [17].

Although wounds on pinnipeds caused by white sharks have been studied in the past [30], most of the knowledge is based on washed up dead specimens or the observation of wounds on those that got away [31, 41], leaving a question mark about the nature of initial strikes and killing bites of pinnipeds that were eaten. Pinnipeds are highly agile animals that are able to outmaneuver a white shark when they are aware of the predator’s presence (pers. obs.); thus, the shark’s initial strike needs to be fast and forceful to prevent the pinniped from escaping. If the theory of mistaken identity would be correct, most surfers should then also show severe wounds, reflecting those seen in pinnipeds. This is not the case. In more than 76% of all events, the shark caused damage to a person or a board that would not have incapacitated a pinniped. These mostly superficial or moderate levels of damage suggest a curious animal rather than a hunting one. This is strongly supported by the 15% of incidents where neither the person nor the board was affected. It would be pointless for a white shark to successfully hunt down a pinniped but then just bump into it and let go.

In more than 64% of incidents, where a shark bit the surfer and its board a second time, the level of damage remained between no damage and minor damage. If the shark were mistaken in the first place and even after the first bite, still under the impression of having attacked a pinniped, the question arises of what the purpose of a second superficial bite would be. A satisfactory answer cannot be given from that viewpoint. However, applying two bites back to back from an exploratory angle suggests an increase in contact time or a necessary change in bite angle to optimize contact for sensory oriented purposes.

4.2. Size Range of White Sharks and Exposure to Pinnipeds. Younger white sharks below 3.5 m in length do not generally feed on pinnipeds, since their mobility and speed are not yet sufficient for this very agile prey; and their tooth structure is also not yet adequately developed for gouging [7]. Also, the minimum size of white sharks that hunt pinnipeds may vary among locations [16]. For this study, we used a conservative approach and assumed that sharks below 3.5 m were not yet involved in hunting pinnipeds and set a range between 3.5 m and 4.5 m body length for sharks where they start to do so. It can be assumed that, during this transition, some of them may use surface bound objects, inanimate and animate, including surfers, for practice runs, that is, target practice or object play.

The existence of play behavior has been established in white sharks [42] and could explain why they occasionally approach surfers in a fast and overpowering manner despite the unknown nature of the object [43]. Object play is an important behavior in many animal groups to hone skills of various kinds [44–46]; thus, practicing potential approach patterns for hunting prey would be a feasible explanation for some of these incidents involving sharks and surfers. This
behavior could clarify why eight of the 67 incidents revealed rather extensive wounds, with damage level of 4 and 5. The investigation of McCosker and Lea (2006), who targeted the same eight incidents [47], confirmed the severity levels we chose. Of these eight sharks, seven were rather large, with a size of at least 4 m and up to about 6 m. However, besides the fact that object play among such large animals, or target practice for that matter, could easily lead to these massive wounds, it should be kept in mind that secondary wounds [43], caused by the victim's reactions, can be as severe as or even worse than the bite itself.

Object play is especially crucial in a young predator’s life to get as much information about its own environment and its inhabitants as possible. To obtain as much information as possible, different strategies are needed, and so even biting an unfamiliar object in a restrained, strike-like manner might be employed [48]. This idea would explain why a third of all involved sharks in this study were smaller than 3.5 m. The observation that more smaller sharks are involved in incidents with surfers rather than with pinnipeds suggests that the first hypothesis that sharks of similar, minimal size hunt surfers and pinnipeds can also be rejected. This conclusion is also supported by Clua and Reid (2013) [49] who evaluated an incident from New Caledonia, where a white shark less than 3 m long killed a surfer.

4.3. Approaching Unfamiliar Objects. The way white sharks move to investigate and bite inanimate objects has been described for a wide variety of items (e.g., [9, 36, 39, 50–52]). These observations range from indiscriminate approaches regarding shape, size, or color of the offered objects to oriented approaches on prey-like decoys. The common denominator in these studies is that the response of white sharks to inanimate objects revolves around their visual acuity. This raises the question of how surfers are categorized by sharks, since they fit both categories, inanimate and animate. Based on the idea of mistaken identity, the shark would be guided through its vision and the assumption that the object is animate. However, the silhouette is largely caused by the board, an inanimate shape. Accepting that sharks can differentiate between these two states, there is no evidence that they would not be capable of doing so with surfers.

4.4. Water Depth and Visibility. The working basis of the mistaken identity theory is the silhouette similarity between a pinniped and surfer when looked at from directly below. However, the average depth among the examined cases was around 4 m, forcing a shark to move in a rather shallow angle, which changes the silhouette into something completely different than what would be seen from right below. In addition, the visibility under water hardly exceeded a few meters for any of the examined cases, making visual contact a very close proximity affair [53, 54]. Needing to get close before visual contact can be established, as well as facing something unfamiliar since a search image cannot be confirmed, will most likely lead to a rather cautious contact which is reflected by the majority of superficial-to-moderate bites, including mere bumps.
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